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Should these mysterious ruins.
Perhaps built by Arab slave-traders,
Give their dubious name to free Rhodesia?
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Government by Judiciary
Coming from some of the nation's most respected legal scholars,
a new wave of criticism now
breaking over the Supreme Court
could—in the opinion of many observers—influence the way certain
cases are decided.
Curt Matthews, a Washington
correspondent of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, notes that, in a recent spate of books and articles,
the court has been "taken to task
for exercising authority that it
hasn't properly been given."
The court, it is alleged, has misused the language of the Constitution—particularly the provisions of
the 14th Amendment—to make
law, rather than interpret it.
(Legal experts pointed this out
more than 20 years ago, but their
warnings were not heeded).
Professor Raoul Berger, Harvard
University's authority on the Constitution, in a recently published
book, "Government by the Judiciary," propounds the theory that
the Supreme Court under Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger is in the
process of unraveling the work of
the court under the late Chief Justice Earl Warren. One wishes that
this were indeed the case!
To arrive at decisions that it
deemed morally or socially desirable even though inconsistent with
time-honored interpretations of the
Constitution, the Warren Court,

critics have noted, often stretched
the language of the documentparticularly phrases such as "equal
protection" and "due process of
law." By doing so the Warren
Court struck down the "separate
but equal" doctrine that for so long
had preserved racial peace, revised
suffrage laws to embrace the concept of "one man, one vote," and
granted new rights to persons accused or suspected of crimes.
In a recent New 'York Times
article Berger observed: "The
Constitution is a charter of delegated powers. It was no more
given to the court than to President
Nixon to rewrite the charter and
assume powers not granted by the
people."
It was the court's assumption of
undelegated power which made its
desegregation ruling seem so unreasonable to millions of Americans. Nowhere in the Constitution
is the word "education" mentioned.
If, as Correspondent Matthews
suggests, the Supreme Court justices respond to this new criticism
about their role in government and
in the national process of policymaking, it could mean a gradual
loosening or untying of the knots
by which their predecessors have
bound the nation and its peoples.
Even the thought of such a possibility is like the promise of a
pardon for a free society waiting
on Death Row.
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SPECIAL SECTION

RHODESIA
EVENTS transpiring in Rhodesia
in the early months of 1978 mark
that gallant land as standardbearer of the chivalry on which
survival of Western civilization
depends. Appropriately, Rhodesia's leader is a fighter-pilot
veteran of the Battle of Britain.
The comparatively epicene Jimmy
Carter and David Owen may be
understandably reluctant to deal
with Ian Smith.
The Rhodesian Prime Minister
has led his country into its thirteenth year of declared independence, as George Washington had
done our country when he became the first Constitutional President of the United States. The
years of the American crisis were
1776-1789. Those of the Rhodesian crisis have been 1965-1978.
In the following pages appear
four highlights on Rhodesia, from
varied sources. First is our own
commentary; then a report from
the New York Times' Johannesburg
correspondent, John J. Burns; next
an informative appreciation of her
country by Inga Mary Fox, "a
born Rhodesian"; finally, a plea
by Constance Lane (also born in
Rhodesia, she identifies herself
further as a sixth-generation
"White African") for reconsideration of the proposal to change the
name of the country to "Zim-

Prime Minister Smith with black Rhodesian leaders as they announced on February 15
their historic agreement leading to full enfranchisement of Rhodesian blacks. From left
to right are seen: Bishop Abel Muzorewa, Dr. Elliot Gabellah (representing Rev.
Ndabaningi Sithole), Senator Chief Jeremiah Chirau, Prime Minister Ian Smith.

The Internal Solution7
A Commentary

Prime Minister Ian Smith voting
Rhodesian election last August.

in

babwe." Readers of THE CITIZEN will recall Mrs. Lane as a
contributor to our issue of September 1977. Mrs. Fox's contribution was relayed to us through the
courtesy of Miss Virginia Fisher,
of Shreveport, Louisiana.
Ian Smith's "Internal Solution"
is not everything that cultural conservatives could have wished. Yet
it is perhaps a somewhat better
deal than our own revered Robert
E. Lee was able to obtain at
Appomattox.
THE CITIZEN

The so-called "Internal Solution" in Rhodesia — however it
turns out — has smoked out the
Reds from among the Blacks in
Southern Africa. While much remains obscure as to the consequences of the February 15
agreement between Rhodesian
Prime Minister Ian Smith and
Rhodesian Black leaders Muzorewa, Chirau, and Sithole, one
thing is clear—Communists appeared surprised and outraged.
So did U.S. Ambassador Andrew
Young. The agreement, which
provided for Black majority rule
to be achieved in successive stages,
initially puzzled some friends of
Rhodesia, since it in effect admits
the basic principle of "one man,
MARCH
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one vote/' which has so long been
the slogan of revolution in Africa.
(And has been adopted by the
U.S. government in "reapportionment" cases in this country.)
What has happened, however, is
that the bitterest enemies of the
Ian Smith regime, who have been
chanting, "one man, one vote,"
while terrorizing fellow Blacks,
have now been revealed as having
no sincere interest at all in such a
principle—having simply used the
slogan as part of a deceptive plan
to install in Rhodesia the kind of
Red dictatorship presently dominant in Mozambique and Angola.
The agreement reached by Prime
Minister Ian Smith on the one

hand, and on the other Bishop
Abel Muzorewa, Chief Jeremiah
Chirau, and Rev. Ndabaningi
Sithole, calls the Communists'
bluff by granting what the socalled "Patriotic Front" of Joshua
Nkomo and Robert Mugabe said
they wanted, and showing the
world that these Reds cannot
settle for any "solution" not authorized by Moscow.

Time (March 13, p. 49) in the
report: "Since the Salisbury talks
began in December, Patriotic
Front leaders Robert Mugabe and
Joshua Nkomo have intensified
the fighting. Indeed, the day after
the agreement was signed, the
capital was rocked by several
bomb blasts that were almost certainly intended as a guerrilla commentary on the settlement."

Smith's "Internal
Solution,"
which Britain and the U.S. can
either accept or be responsible for
the consequences, represents a no
doubt bewildering defeat for the
Communists, and confronts honest
Liberals with a problem: whether
to remain sympathetic, as heretofore, with the pretensions of
Nkomo and Mugabe's ironically
named "Patriotic Front," or to
admit previous misjudgment and
applaud Ian Smith for putting
into practice what Leftists have
preached. The Rhodesian Prime
Minister told Time magazine (see
issue of March 6, p. 46):

Commentaries arising from illtempered frustration are seldom
productive. As of the present writing, Britain at least, if not the
United States, seems prepared
to go along with the SmithMuzorewa-Chirau-Sithole
agreement, though fanatic Red-led
Third World delegates in the
United Nations oppose it. The
calmly intrepid Ian Smith said in
the interview cited above: "Our
assessment is that once the agreement is made, there will be a
gradual winding down and that
in time terrorism will wither away."

"We have accepted majority rule
for a future government. The majority of people in Rhodesia are
black people. This is what the
world has asked us to do. The
main criticism over the years has
been that we would not accept this.
Well, now we've accepted it."
In the same interview Smith
anticipated the reaction of the
hard Left. "Immediately," he
said, "there might be an increase
in terrorism because when the
Marxists find that they have lost
out, I think they'll try to vent their
spleen on everything in sight."
The soundness of Smith's analysis
was reflected in the next issue of

Certainly the Prime Minister has
done more than anyone would have
thought possible to arrange a viable settlement of the savage crisis
which Marxist intrigue has produced in Rhodesia. Those who
may fear that Smith conceded too
much to the Blacks may ask themselves how he could have conceded less than he did, considering
the hostility shown toward him by
the governments of Britain and the
United States, both of which
should have been bound to him by
ties of blood, culture, and political
philosophy.
As it is, the prospect in Rhodesia and in Southern Africa generally has been brightened by Ian
THE CITIZEN

The AP cutline on this photo reads: "At a rally in Salisbury, black Rhodesians reciprocate
nationalist leader Bishop Abel Muzorewa's black power salute in approval of his announcement to negotiate with Prime Minister Ian Smith for a transition to black rule."
The fact is that the so-called "black power salute" was the Communist salute years
before the "black power" was ever heard of.

Black leaders who have been waging red warfare against blacks as well as whites in
Rhodesia are here shown at the United Nations March 7, exuding menace as they listen
to a debate before the Security Council on the "Internal Solution" in Rhodesia, which
they denounce because they did not dictate it. The black behemoth in the center is
Joshua Nkomo. To his right (viewer's left) is Robert Mugabe. Their terrorist organization, which kills chiefly Rhodesian blacks, is called, ironically, the "Patriotic Front."
It is all front—Communist front—and no patriotism.
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Smith's show of statesmanship.
Things may go better than previously expected, assuming the
good faith of the signatory Black
leaders. Looking at the AP Wirephoto of Bishop Muzorewa last
November (see page 7), when he
Announced to a Black rally in
Salisbury his intention to participate in the talks which were to
lead to the present agreement, one
sees that he and his audience are
giving what is now generally
called the "Black Power salute,"
but which was the Communist
salute before Black Power was
ever heard of. One can only hope
that the Bishop and his flock know
not what they do.

Deserving emphasis is the point
that Smith never excluded Nkomo
or Mugabe from the settlement. He
welcomed them on one condition:
that they abandon the use of terrorism. This they have continually
refused to do—in tacit recognition
of the fact that terror is the linchpin of the Communist system.
Disturbingly, the Carter administration has declared it "essential"
that the U.S. "remain committed"
to terrorists Mugabe and Nkomo.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
according to the Associated Press,
"dismissed Smith's appeal for an
'American helping hand' with a
terse: 'No/"

The Three Who Agreed
BY JOHN BURNS
Reprinted from The New York Times of February 16, 1978
JOHANNESBURG, Feb. 15 —
While the more militant black
leaders have denounced them as
stooges, the three men who
reached a constitutional agreement
with Prime Minister Ian D. Smith
can claim the support of a broad
section of black opinion inside the
country, possibly even a majority.
Since blacks in Rhodesia have
never been permitted to display
their political preferences in an
election, the backing enjoyed by
the various black factions is a
matter of surmise. However, such
indications as there are, including
turnouts of 100,000 and more at the
rallies of Bishop Abel Muzorewa,

suggest that he is probably the
most popular leader.
The
52-year-old
Methodist
bishop, who attended schools in
the United States, has asserted
that more than 80 percent of the
black population would back his
United African National Council
in the elections envisaged in the
agreement reached with Mr. Smith.
Privately, Mr. Smith has offered a
similar estimate.
Neutral observers call this figure
too high. The Patriotic Front, the
guerrilla alliance that was excluded from the negotiations, has
a measure of support, mostly
among young people, and may
have established roots among the
THE CITIZEN

Two years ago and more (this photo was taken in April 1976) the Rhodesian government had admitted blacks to participation. Shown here with Prime Minister Smith and
Rhodesian President J. J. Wrathall (white man in the background) are seven black
ministers or deputy ministers being sworn in with traditional ceremony. Fourth from
the left is Senator Chief Jeremiah Chirau, who has now become one of the three
associates with Smith in the Internal Solution.

five million tribal blacks who have
been the main victims of the war
between the guerrillas and Government forces.
Support for the other leaders
involved in today's agreement is
not easy to estimate. The Rev.
Ndabaningi Sithole, age 57, was
for years leader of the Zimbabwe
African National Union, one of the
most powerful nationalist groups,
but was ousted in one of the
group's many internal disputes and
has shown little sign of retrieving
his popularity with his new organization, the African National Council.
Jeremiah Chirau, age 52, a
Senator and a tribal chief, has no
record of opposition to Mr. Smith,
and even served in the Government before the Prime Minister
had made his commitment to majority rule. But Senator Chirau's
organization, the Zimbabwe United
People's Organization, claims the
MARCH
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allegiance of all the country's 260
tribal chiefs, whose jurisdiction includes the overwhelming majority
of blacks.
Of the three men involved in
the agreement, Mr. Sithole, a
barrel-chested man with a reputation as a tough infighter, is commonly reckoned to be the most
forceful. Even among his own
supporters, Bishop Muzorewa is
criticized for indecisiveness, a lack
of political sophistication, and a
propensity for becoming embroiled
in minor personal disputes.
The Bishop's popular support,
particularly strong in the Salisbury
area, is partly attributable to his
position as the head of the Methodist Church here. He emphasizes
this by wearing a clerical collar
and bishop's purple even on political occasions in this heavily Christian country.
Among black nationalists, the
diminutive bishop is a relative

newcomer. After five years' studying at Methodist colleges in Mississippi and Tennessee, he involved himself primarily in religious duties until 1971. That year,
he gained great popularity as the
leader of a campaign to build black
opposition to a proposed constitutional settlement between Mr.
Smith and Britain that would have
given Rhodesia independence without majority rule.
The Bishop's campaign, which
caused Britain to abandon the
settlement, was conducted at the
behest of the more established nationalist leaders, most of whom
were in jail. Among these were the
Patriotic Front leaders, Joshua
Nkomo and Robert Mugabe, and
Mr. Sithole, who was serving a

six-year sentence after he was convicted of having conspired—from
a prison cell—to have Mr. Smith
and other Government leaders assassinated.
Mr. Sithole, also an Americaneducated Methodist, is generally
believed to have launched the
guerrilla war in 1964 with backing
from China. Although pamphlets
found on captured guerrillas have
described him as a lackey of Mr.
Smith, the nationalist leader claims
to have proof that many of the
4,500 blacks now fighting support
him, not the Patriotic Front leaders, and would lay down their arms
if he took power.
In interviews recently. Bishop
Muzorewa and Senator Chirau
also asserted that the guerrillas

would abandon their campaign
once a black government was in
power. In their talks with Mr.
Smith, the three black leaders have
insisted on an elaborate amnesty
plan under which the guerrillas
would have the option of being
retrained for the government forces
or being educated or trained for
jobs at Government expense.
The three have an advantage
over Mr. Nkomo in that they are
members of the Mashona-speaking
group, which makes up 85 percent
of the population. Mr. Nkomo
belongs to the Ndbele-speaking
group. Assessments of the importance of tribal loyalties in nationalist politics vary, but there is
no doubt that it has an importance,
as demonstrated by the overwhelming predominance of Ndbele
speakers in Mr. Nkomo's organization, the Zimbabwe African People's Union.
Although Mr. Sithole was once
considered a Marxist by the Gov-

ernment, Mr. Smith described the
agreement today as a "triumph for
moderation." All three black leaders involved have emphasized that
they want the white minority to
remain in the country.
While Mr. Mugabe has talked of
confiscating white property and
punishing those who served in the
Smith army or Government, the
three have made repeated statements assuring whites that their
position will be protected. Senator Chirau, who once worked as a
guard in the Rhodesian Air Force
and later as a fireman, has said
that an exodus of whites would be
a "disaster."
Mr. Sithole, using slightly different terms, agrees. "The role of
whites is very important. I would
say even vital," he said in his
heavily guarded office in an office
building in central Salisbury. "The
economy of this country depends
on them, and that is why we feel
that as many as possible of them
should be encouraged to remain."

The Unique Country

This photo, taken last July, shows the Rev. Ndabaningi Sithole (center, with arm
raised) returning to Salisbury in triumph after a two-year exile.
t may be noted
that both he and numerous members of the crowd are giving the clenched-fist salute—
often called the "black power" salute, but of Communist origin.

BY MARY INGA Fox
Rhodesia is a country that has
founded would one day have to
gone from ox-wagon to jet plane
stand up alone and face the terin 87 years. It is unique in world
rible forces of evil let loose on this
history because there are people
earth today.
alive today who have living memThe Pioneers raised the Union
ory of the founding of this country.
Jack in what is now Cecil Square
Standing at the top of the Kopje
on September 12th, 1890 and Salis(hill) which overlooks this beaubury, named after the Prime Mintiful City of Salisbury it is difficult
ister of Great Britain, was born.
to believe that the world considers
During those early years of the
Rhodesia to be a threat to world
country's civilized existence there
peace. The Pioneers who surveyed
were many problems ranging from
the same scene in 1890 never
malaria, rebellions, world wars
dreamt that the country they
and of course communications. To-

10
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paid a penny dividend to its shareholders and the British Government never put a penny's investment into the young country. In
other words, the Colony was
brought into being and developed
without costing the British taxpayer a single sou. There are few
Colonies, or Dominions that can
say that! The British Government
did, however, offer much advice on
how the Company (B.S.A. Co.)
should run the country. Self reliance explains how the Rhodesian
outlook was fashioned, developed
and hardened even in those early
days.
On September 12th,
1923,
Southern Rhodesia was formally
annexed to the British Crown. This
was after the people were asked
to vote either to join South Africa
or take "responsible government."
They chose the latter and this

lasted for 30 years, and then came
the ill-fated Federation of the
Rhodesias and Nyasaland in 1953.
This lasted 10 years after which
the British Government granted independence to Northern Rhodesia
(Zambia) and Nyasaland (Malawi)
but not to Southern Rhodesia
(Rhodesia), a country that had
successfully ruled itself for 30
years. Then in 1965 on November
llth, Mr. Ian Douglas Smith made
his Unilateral Declaration of Independence. Sanctions started like
a clap of thunder, starting with the
closing of the new oil pipe-line
from Beira to Umtali. British warships patrolled the port of Beira to
prevent ships carrying Rhodesianbound oil and goods docking and
unloading.
During the next five years there
were endless talks, an economic
war developed, and for the first

This aerial photo of Salisbury, Rhodesia, is now several years old itself. It is, however,
enough to show the miracle of progress which the white man brought to this most
recently settled part of Southern Africa.

day there are larger and more
complex problems such as Sanctions and Embargoes.
This was the first country in the
British Commonwealth to give its
services during both World Wars
to the "Mother Country." "England's Wars are our Wars" was the
Rhodesian battle-cry. There was in
fact a reverse conscription because
so many men were joining up to
fight in 1939 that there were not
enough left to run the country.
Nearly 15% of the small population
of 69,000 in 1940 went to war.
Nearly a tenth of her 10,000 service personnel were killed or died
on active service. Southern Rhodesia, as the country was then called,
12

financed her war effort entirely
from her own resources. Of the
10,000 men from Rhodesia who
went on active service in World
War II, 2,665 were commissioned
and 682 won decorations. This
manpower went to fight for the
preservation of those countries
who are now turning their backs
on Rhodesia. Notwithstanding,
Rhodesians are not allowed to attend the yearly service or to lay
wreaths at the Centataph in England in memory of the men who
gave their lives against the common foe.
For its first 33 years this land
was run by the British South Africa
Company. This company never
THE C I T I Z E N

Shown here is a vehicle patrol of the 1st Battalion of the Rhodesian African Rifles in
the Zambesi River valley on Rhodesia's northern border with Zambia. The Rhodesian
African Rifles are a crack outfit in which blacks as well as whites serve proudly.
MARCH 1978
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time Rhodesia came up against
modern terrorism. There was an
influx of terrorists trained in China,
Russia, Algeria, Egypt, Cuba and
North Korea with transit facilities in Tanzania, and Zambia and
armed with sophisticated Russian,
Chinese or Czech weapons.
Rhodesia is a pawn in international politics and has learned
to live with siege conditions, petrol
rationing, passport confiscations,
track restrictions, constitutional
crises, terrorist incursions with
young lives in the security forces
(both white and black) being
wasted. Rhodes' famous words
"So much to do, so little done"
can still be applied today. If only
Rhodesia could be left alone with
no outside interference, so much
more could be accomplished.
This nation has a history to be
proud of, it has been loyal in times

of need to its friends; never had to
put out a begging bowl, and managed with its limited means and
population at all times to be self
reliant and self supporting.
It seems that the rest of the
world, bar South Africa, is "hell
bent" on destroying a small nation
because it has high standards and
principles and can prove its worth
to mankind. Maybe the answer lies
with what Shakespeare said:
". . . to thine own self be true,
And it must follow, as the night
the day,
Thou canst not then be false to
any man."
Inga Mary Fox
A Born Rhodesian
Mrs. Fox's address—Mrs. Jack
Fox, 47 Princess Rd., Belvedere,
Salisbury, Rhodesia.

Why Zimbabwe?
BY CONSTANCE LANE
34 Sandringham Drive
Alexandra Park, Salisbury.
The Editor,
The Rhodesia Herald.
Dear Sir,
I would be most grateful if you
could find place for this letter, which I
consider of paramount importance to
the future of our country.
That Black Rhodesians feel it really
necessary to change the name of our
country (seems a pity), not only because of the enormous unnecessary expense involved, but because there is
much to be proud of which bears the
name Rhodesia, for both Black and
White men and women. To name only
a couple, the Rhodesia African Rifles,
and the Rhodesian Army, manned by
both Black (the majority) and White
soldiers. This Rhodesian Army is universally known as the finest army in the
14

world. How sad to change it's proud
name.
The man who gave this country its
name, Cecil Rhodes, was a fair and just
man, dedicated to this country that he
loved. He got on extremely well with
the Black men who were here then, and
he brought peace where there had been
The mysterious Zimbabwe ruins are a
subject of endless speculation and some
controversy among archaeologists. Carbon
dating puts origin of the structures in
the 7th or 8th century, which is earlier
than black entry into the region, and
might suggest Arab origin. The Bantu
term Zimbabwe is said to mean literally
"stone houses," but this, according to
the Encyclopedia Britannica comes to
mean
"chiefs'
graves," and other
semantic developments, such as the one
suggested by Mrs. Lane, are obviously
possible.
THE CITIZEN
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war, and food, medicine and jobs. However, be that as it may, he was an
Englishman, and I being an African, (a
White one) myself quite understand
the desire to have an African name for
our African country.
But why, oh why, Zimbabwe?
To start with, it has absolutely nothing
to do with either the Whites or the
Blacks of this part of the country.
Secondly it is EVIL.
Incidentally, there are dozens of
Zimbabwes dotted about the place, including • Mozambique, Zambia and Botswana. So it is not even exclusively
Rhodesian!
Bantu legends, handed down from
father to son, tell of the migration of
tribes who crossed from the north, at
what is now known as Kariba. The
legends tell how there was a natural
stone bridge, guarded by a half mortal
half immortal black bull elephant with
a white mark on his forehead and one
broken tusk, who followed these tribes
to a place near what is now Ft. Victoria, which place became known as
"Zimbabwe." They tell how he eventually battered down the Great Iron
studded wooden entrance of this place.
The legends say that these edifices
were built by the Munhu Kari Kari
(people of long ago) for their Evil
worship and keeping of unhappy slaves.
These people were eventually overthrown
by the hordes of slaves who rose
up in terrible desperation and cunningly
brought about their masters' downfall.
However, as the legends say, this was
not of lasting relief.
More tribes from the north, as well
as the Arab slavers resurrected "Zimbabwe" for the perpetration of their
Ancient Evil Slavery and torture.
Their leader was a man called Munhu
Mutaba (The man of Evil).
He lived and ruled from the place
called Zimba Mbwe. (The place of
Evil) or "The place of the Leopard."
From this, of course, comes the word
Zimbabwe. These African people were
kept there as slaves, in constant fear
of torture and death.
Is this really the name we want for
our beloved country?
If the black Rhodesians want to call
their country after a ruin, why not
16

Khami? As far as I know, that has no
evil or terrible history.
But why call the country after a ruin
anyway? This beautiful young country
is starting out on what we all hope and
pray is going to be an example to the
world. Surely there is a beautiful African word meaning "Freedom" or "The
place of Happiness" or something like
that?
The Black people are a psychic people as a rule, I wonder how many of
the men now taking part in the talks
and plans for our country have been
to the Zimbabwe ruins? I do not of
course mean in a party in broad daylight,
or with a conducted tour. I mean actually gone there at night, alone or
with one friend, as I have done. The
feeling all around is one of such hate,
fear and Evil that it almost overpowers
one.
If these men have not had this experience, I challenge them to do so,
including Mr. Smith, of course. Not
together, not in the daylight, but alone
and at night. One by one walk into
that temple alone at night, and stay
there (if they can) for at least half an
hour. If they have not the courage to
do so, I would like to know why. But
if they do, I do not believe that any
one of them would wish to spread that
evil over our country. If they tell me
that they have done so and felt nothing,
then I can only say they have no sensibility, no understanding, which to my
mind is a tragic flaw in the future rulers
of our land.
Let us by all means have an African
name if we must change the name we
have now, and feel the expense is worth
it. But not Zimba Mbwe (Zimbabwe),
the Place of Evil.
I appeal most strongly to all the men
black and white, who hold our fate in
their hands to "think on these things."

AFTERWORD
The people who have built the
modern countries of Rhodesia,
South Africa, and South West
Africa are of North European
descent—principally Dutch, British, French, and German. The
same parent stock—with notable
THE CITIZEN

As Gilbert and Sullivan almost said/ a President's life is not a happy one/ and seldom
nowadays does one see a photograph of Jimmy Carter radiating such felicity as he
shows in this 1977 picture of happiness while listening to a fellow Georgian back in
Washington after a trip to Africa. "Carter/" reports AP/ "cut short a weekend in
Plains, Ga., to meet with Young." Andrew Young, of course.

additions from almost every other
country in Europe—is largely responsible for the development of
North America. Asians, Africans,
and American Indians have also
participated in that development—
and in the rewards coming from
it—but their role has been ancillary. The same could be said of
Asians and the Bantu in Africa.
Heretofore the "Europeans," as
white people are called in Southern
Africa, have taken pride, not only
in what they have done, but also in
what they are. Now they seem to
be in moral retreat—blaming themselves for all that is bad in society,
and apparently intending to transfer to other races whatever of good
has been achieved under white
leadership.
MARCH 1978

Yet these appearances could be
deceptive. Quite probably the
British at home are not less racist
than their cousins in Rhodesia;
quite possibly they are more so.
But they are not for all ethnic
Britons—only for those who still
reside in Britain. To save the insular remnant, they are prepared
to sacrifice their kinsmen overseas. The same might well go for
the Dutch, the French, and the
Germans still in Europe. This is
not moral retreat; it is a moral rout.
The case in the United States is
perhaps worse, for we have not
only ties of blood with the white
people of Southern Africa, but also
the common political heritage of
having ourselves once declared our
independence.
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RANDOM GLANCES AT THE NEWSCollege Must Pay Damages
To Rejected White Students
NEW YORK, N. Y. — City College must pay damages of $1,500
each to at least nine and maybe
more white and Asian students who
were turned down for Biomedical
Education, which trains would-be
physicians. Larry M. Lavinsky,
chairman of the civil rights committee of the Anti-Defamation
League, said the damages — which
he believed were the first for student applicants — were provided
in a final settlement approved by
Federal Judge Marvin E. Frankel.
Judge Frankel had held in August
of 1976 that the center used "intentional racial discrimination" in
favor of black and Hispanic students in deciding admissions. A
suit had been started in January
1975 on behalf of 21 rejected applicants, with Victor J. Herwit,
vice chairman of the league's national law committee, as counsel.
Lavinsky said four places in last
September's new class at the
center were to be offered to the
originally rejected applicants. Of
the 21, eight had been admitted
since the suit began; nine others
had been offered admission but
turned down the chance for various reasons; and the remaining
four were to get the first offers.
Each applicant not admitted — at
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least nine and possibly all 13—will
receive $1,500 as damages, Lavinsky said. For the eight in school
and the four potential new admissions, there will be free tuition, as
was the policy in 1974 before City
University instituted paid tuition.
The school must also pay court
costs and attorneys' fees. Citing
the applicants' qualifications and
expressed readiness to serve in
poor communities after graduation,
Lavinsky said: "There is no way
that society can benefit from the
exclusion of such outstanding
students from an opportunity to
obtain a medical education. In
the end, all people, minority and
majority alike, would suffer the
loss."

Negro Loses Bias Suit
Against School District
ST. LOUIS, Mo.—A charge by
Agnes Stevens, Negro, that she
was fired as an accounting clerk
by the Junior College District of
St. Louis because she is black was
rejected by United States District
Judge John F. Nangle. A suit by
the Stevens woman, who worked
for the district from 1969 to 1972,
was dismissed. Judge Nangle said
that evidence in a jury trial showed
that the woman was dismissed "because of her poor performance, use
of profane language and offensive
THE CITIZEN

Front Street in Hamilton, Bermuda, open for business during a lull in the agitation
over execution of two convicted black murderers. Bermuda is the oldest British colony.
Shakespeare refers to the islands as "the still-vexed Bermoothes." ("The Tempest/'
Act 1, Scene 2, line 229.)

personal habits. The Negro offered evidence on two white coworkers who, she said, had been
retained although they had engaged in conduct similar to hers,
but Judge Nangle said the facts of
those two cases appeared to be
different from that of the plaintiff.

Two Blacks Die for Murder
Of Bermuda's White Ruler
HAMILTON, Bermuda -- Two
convicted murderers were hanged
at dawn after a night of riots by
blacks protesting the British colMARCH
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ony's first executions in 30 years.
Following the executions, the British Governor, Sir Peter Ramsbotham, imposed an indefinite
curfew from 6 P.M. to 6 A.M. "to
avoid a recurrence of the tragic
events of the last 24 hours." The
curfew applied to tourists as well
as Bermudans. One of the blacks
who was executed was Erskine
Burrows, who had been convicted
of the 1973 murder of the then
Governor, Sir Richard Sharpies,
and of the killing of two supermarket executives in the same year.
The other man, Larry Tacklyn,
19

Lone White Bus Passenger
Beaten, Shot by N.O. Blacks

Former Governor of Bermuda Sir Richard Sharpies and his aide-de-camp, Captain Hugh
Sayers, who were both murdered in March 1973 in the grounds of Government House.

had been convicted in the killing
of the two executives. (See May
1973 issue of THE CITIZEN).
Black youths waving placards denouncing the executions demonstrated in Hamilton and fought
with police while the judges rejected the defendants' appeals. Mr.
Burrows, self-styled "commander
in chief of all anti-colonial forces
in Bermuda," confessed at his trial
that he had shot Sir Richard and
his aide-de-camp, Capt. Hugh
Sayers, in the grounds of Government House. Burrows, 33, said he
also killed Bermuda's Police Commissioner, George Duckett, in
September 1972. He told authorities that he had wanted to make
the 54,000 people of Bermuda, and
20

especially its black majority, aware
of the "evilness and wickedness"
of colonial rule. The island is
Britain's oldest colony. He refused to enter a plea at his trial
and did not appeal against his
death sentence. Tacklyn, 26, was
also tried for the killings of Sir
Richard and Captain Sayers but
was acquitted. Burrows and
Tacklyn were buried in the prison
grounds, the Government said. In
Bermuda the death sentence is
mandatory for murder. The island
was granted internal self-government in 1968 but the British-appointed Governor retains responsibility for external affairs, defense
and security.
THE CITIZEN

NEW ORLEANS, La.
Dr.
Gary Morrison, 31, of Greencove,
Fla., recovering from a beating
and a bullet wound inflicted by
Negroes on a New Orleans city
bus, says, "They should let people
know the buses are dangerous to
use." Morrison, a Navy physician,
said he was the only white person
on the crowded bus. He came
under a barrage of racial insults
from black youths, was beaten
when he tried to get off — and
shot by somebody on the bus
after he reached the sidewalk. It
happened Saturday night after
the gaudy Mecca parade, part of
the two-week Carnival fling that
precedes Mardi Gras. The Negro
bus driver didn't report the shooting. A black taxicab driver who took
the physician to a hospital emergency room didn't report it. In fact,
police say they heard nothing
about it until they were notified
by the hospital. "I am real disappointed in the lackadaisical way
the buses are run," Dr. Morrison said, in an interview from his
hospital bed. "They should let
people know the buses are dangerous to use. That warning goes
for black people, too." A spokesman for New Orleans Public
Service Inc., which operates the
buses and streetcars, said a bus
driver reported a disturbance that
night but there was no mention of
a shooting, and officials are not
certain it was the same instance.
Doctors said Dr. Morrison is lucky
to be alive because the small
caliber bullet passed close to a
critical artery in his chest. Dr.
Morrison said the gunman was
MARCH
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standing in the open rear door of
the bus when he fired twice, in the
climax of a beating at the rear of
the bus, but the driver simply continued onward. He said it was
possible the driver may not have
known about the furor at the rear
of the bus "but it is difficult for
me to imagine that he did not
know what happened." Dr. Morrison, clutching his bleeding chest,
flagged down a taxicab, who
rushed him to a hospital emergency room, and took him in. The
doctor said he failed to get the
name of the black cab driver, but
wished he could see him again to
thank him for his quick aid—and
pay the fare.

Fashion Designer's Child
Kidnapped; 3 Blacks Nabbed
NEW YORK -- A young black
woman who once was a babysitter
for fashion designer Calvin Klein's
11-year-old daughter confessed to
kidnapping the child for $100,000
in ransom, Assistant District Attorney Thomas DeMakis said. He
said two black men also confessed
to plotting with the woman in the
kidnapping. "All three defendants
have made full tape-recorder confessions to me," DeMakis told
Judge Leo Milonas during the
Criminal Court arraignment of
Paula Christine Ransay, 23; her
half-brother, Dominique Ransay,
19; and Cecil Wiggins, 24. DeMakis said the Ransay woman told
him that she was surprised to learn
that Ransay had been picked up
"because she fully expected him
to be out of the country." Milonas
ordered the woman held on $50,000
bail. Ransay's bail was set at
$100,000. Wiggins was held on

$100,000 bail in the Klein case plus
$5,000 bail on a 1970 weapons
charge. DeMakis had urged the
judge to hold all three without bail,
noting that the Ransays are citizens
of Martinique and Wiggins had
failed to appear in court in 1970 on
the weapons charge. But legal aid
attorney Harvey Fishbein argued
that Wiggins was a confused 16year-old at the time the weapons
charge was lodged against him.
And he said none of the three defendants had the financial resources to flee the country. The
trio was charged with the kidnapping of Marci Klein, the fashion
designer's only child. The woman
was with the sobbing child when
she was released. Marci was held

in captivity for more than nine
hours in the woman's East Side
apartment, police said. Police had
said earlier the woman was considered a victim in the kidnapping.
They said she told them she was
forced by three men to lure the
blonde child from a public bus and
into the kidnappers' arms. Police
and FBI officers said that all but
$100 of the $100,000 ransom was
recovered when the trio was arrested. The missing $100, officials
said, was spent in an "evening on
the town." Officials have declined
to elaborate on the investigation
that led to the change of Miss
Ransay's "victim" status and the
arrests. Following the kidnappers'
instructions, Klein dropped the
money in a brown paper bag in the
Pan Am Building adjacent to
Grand Central Terminal. He was
followed by law enforcement officers who did not intervene when
a man picked up the money because they wanted to assure Marci's
safety. The woman, her half
brother and Wiggins maintained
apartments within a few yards of
one another on the same block.
Klein, 35, became a millionaire designing high priced casual clothing.
Marci lives with Klein's ex-wife,
Jayne, in Manhattan.

Black 'Prince' Deported;
Bad Checks Left Behind

Christine Lewis, one of three persons
charged in Klein kidnap case, peers at
photographer from behind her purse as
she is carried away under irrest.
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WEST HARTFORD, Conn.—
African "Prince" Obiajutu Babiano,
23, was ordered deported to Nigeria
by the "quickest and cheapest"
means possible, but not before he
managed to get himself charged
with passing bad checks. Babiano
had told Connecticut Yankees he
(Continued on Page 24)
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STRICTLY
PERSONAL
ROY V. HARRIS
President Citizens Councils of America

Willis J. Ballinger, in his book
entitled "BY VOTE OF THE PEOPLE" had a long record as economic adviser to committees of
the Congress and to many government agencies.
In his book, he has reminded us
of what has happened in the past
and warned of the direction in
which we are now headed.
In his book, he says, "2500 years
of history testify solemnly to the
fact that no free government has
been able to survive prolonged
government spending."
Yet, we go merrily along spending many more billions of dollars
every year and run the government further into debt.
During this fiscal year which
ends September 30, the United
States Government will spend better than $462 billion. The budget
submitted to Congress by President Carter shows that the Government will spend more than $500
billion for the new year which begins on October 1. And this, in
view of the fact that the Government will go $61 billion deeper in
debt this year and $80 billion more
in the next year and nobody knows
how much bigger the debt will be
from year to year.
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We have now come to the stage
in the United States where the
economy is entirely dependent
upon government spending.
We started this business during
the days of Roosevelt. He came
into the office in the middle of a
depression and we sought to induce inflation and to increase employment and to help cure the
depression by spending more
money. We have spent more and
more every year.
Finally, we got into the Second
World War and government spending increased rapidly. As a matter
of fact, Roosevelt was known as
the "great spender" and when he
did all of his spending, he ran the
Second World War on less than
$50 billion per year.
This is 10% of what we are
spending now and is less than the
amount we are paying today on the
interest which we owe.
However, from the days of the
depression of the 30's and Roosevelt's coming into office, our
economy in this country has been a
wartime economy. It has been dependent upon government spending during times of war and the
government's shoring up of the
(Continued on Page 29)
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RANDOM GLANCES(Continued from Page 22)

was one of 22 children of a king
of an Ibo tribe who had instructed
his offspring to explore the world,
but U. S. officials were unable to
verify his royal lineage. Judge
David H. Jacobs of Common
Pleas Court ordered Babiano deported after dropping fugitive and
bad-check-cashing charges against
the Negro. A U. S. immigration
official assured the judge that
Babiano would be deported after
the charges were dropped.

and a bail bondsman, began beating a female telephone operator
and was killed by one of the officers who swarmed to the rescue.
Kidder said he asked Holliday
why he did it and the man replied,
"God told me to do it. The Lord
told me to kill white people." The
wounded sergeant, Robert Wayne
Cupit, was shot in the abdomen.

Black Parolee, Out to Kill
Whites, Slain in Louisiana

RALEIGH, N. C.—Gov. James
B. Hunt Jr., affirmed his belief in
the guilt of the 'Wilmington 10',
but reduced their sentences to
make them eligible for parole
over periods ranging from four
months to two years.
(See
December 1977 issue of THE
CITIZEN). The decision brought
immediate angry response from
their supporters. In a statement
issued in New York, the Rev. Dr.
Avery D. Post, president of the
1.8 million-member United Church
of Christ, expressed "shock, pain
and disappointment" at the decision and vowed to continue efforts to prove the innocence of
the defendants. The Governor's
decision meant that the Rev. Ben
Chavis, who has served nearly
three years in prison and in jails
awaiting appeals, will be eligible
for parole Jan. 1, 1980. Chavis,
director of the Washington office
of the church's Commission on Racial Justice, was originally sen-

BATON ROUGE, La.—A black
man who attacked police headquarters, saying God told him to
kill white people, had a history of
violence and crime but every time
he was sent to prison he got out
on parole, Police Chief Howard
Kidder said. Kidder cited 14 arrests and two convictions for John
Joseph Holliday, Jr., 29, who was
slain in the attack. The chief did
not say what crimes Holliday had
been convicted of. Holliday was
acquitted of murder in a 1975
shooting at a lounge. "He's been
twice sent to the penitentiary for
five-year sentences on different
crimes," the chief told a news conference. "He has been released in
each instance and placed on parole
to perpetrate these crimes on the
community again." Holliday walked
into police headquarters on a Sunday night, shot the desk sergeant
24

'Wilmington 10' Given
Reductions in Sentences
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Demonstrators in Burgaw, N. C.f led by Elizabeth Chavis, mother of Rev. Ben Chavis,
leader of the so-called "Wilmington 10," protest reduction of "Wilmington 10"
sentence as not enough clemency for those convicted of arson and conspiracy to shoot
at policemen and firemen.

tenced to 25 to 29 years in the
burning of a Wilmington, N. C.,
grocery store in 1971 and a related charge of conspiracy to fire
at policemen and firemen responding to the blaze. The Governor
reduced that sentence to 17 to 21
years, and Chavis will be eligible
for parole after serving one-fourth
of the minimum. The remaining
defendants whose sentences were
cut by about one-third will be
eligible for parole, which the
Governor emphasized was not automatic and is strictly supervised,
at times varying from June 1 to
Oct. 27 of this year. The Governor
said: "From all that I have learned
in reviewing this case, I have concluded that there was a fair trial,
the jury made the right decision
and the appellate courts reviewed
it properly and ruled correctly. I
MARCH
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cannot and will not pardon these
defendants." However, after reviewing the laws under which the
10 were convicted, fire-bombing
an unoccupied building and conspiracy to assault policemen and
firemen by shooting at them, Hunt
said, "I have concluded that the
sentences of these men in prison,
which range from a minimum of
20 to 25 years, are too long/' He
reduced the minimum sentences
to a range of from 13 years to the
17 for Chavis. The lone white and
the only woman among the 10,
Ann Sheppard Turner, was originally sentenced to 7 to 10 years
for advocating but not participating in the arson. She was paroled
a year ago. The nine imprisoned
men are Chavis, now 30 years old;
Marvin Patrick, 25; Connie Tindall,
27; Jerry Jacobs, 25; Willie Earl
25

Vereen, 24; James McCoy, 25;
Reginald Epps, 24; Wayne Moore,
25, and William Wright, 25.

Bloodstain Test Reveals
Race, Sex of Criminals
WASHINGTON, D. C. - - Although racial integrationists would
have Americans believe that the
only biological difference between
whites and Negroes is in the pigmentation of their skins, a Pittsburgh scientist has announced he
has developed a way to identify
a person's sex, race and drug
habits from a dried bloodstain as
small as a quarter and several
months old. Law enforcement officials said the development could
be extremely important for investigators in their identification of
criminals from bloodstains left at
the scenes of crimes. Dr. Robert C.
Shaler, a research forensic chemist
at the University of Pittsburgh,
developed the technique in a
project financed with $117,392
from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Shaler
found a way to identify race by
isolating an enzyme called "peptidase A" in a dried blood stain.
Only one of the three types of the
enzyme is found in blood from
Caucasians. Shaler has identified
the same enzyme in seminal fluid
and seminal stains, a development
which may help police in determining whether rapists in individual cases are black or white. "By
isolating certain blood characteristics," he said, "we can theoretically tell an investigator whether
he is looking for a white, black
or yellow person, whether the person is male or female, and if the
person is taking drugs for medical
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reasons or if the person is a drug
abuser. That is invaluable information for an investigator." The
new discovery adds to many other
biological and physical characteristics whch distinguish the races
from each other.

'Energy Stamps' Proposed
By Negro Mayors' Group
ATLANTA, Ga.
Now, it's
"energy stamps" they want! The
Southern Conference of Black
Mayors, composed of Negro officials who preside over many of
the nation's cities, including several
of the larger ones which are near
bankruptcy, urged the creation
of a federal system of "energy
stamps" to assist the nation's
"poor," at the expense of working
taxpayers, in paying for the increased costs of fuel, electricity
and gasoline in the same way that
the "food stamp" program assists
in food purchases. The 90-member organization, ending a conference at the Atlanta Hilton
Hotel, resolved to "request the
Congressional Black Caucus to
research these proposals, draft
legislation and introduce said
energy stamp act in the House
and Senate." The more than 60
Southern Negro mayors in attendance suggested that the "energy
stamps" be financed by a new
tax on "the utility industry," which,
they said, has "an unusually high
rate of earnings on their investments, resulting in great profits."
The Negro mayors offered no suggestions as to how to prevent the
new "utility tax" from being
passed on to citizens who work
for their livings.
THE CITIZEN
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'King' Fails To Draw Viewers;
Is Public Telling TV Something?
BY MEDFORD EVANS
Some time back — in the sick
Sixties, as I recall — some "peacenik" wrote a book called "Suppose
They Gave a War, and Nobody
Came." In a way hardly anticipated by the revolutionary Left,
something like that happened a
few weeks ago. Exploiters of
sympathy for real and imaginary
wrongs done black people in
America put together a cast of
actors headed by Paul Winfield
and Ossie Davis, the blessing of
Coretta King and her father-inlaw, Martin Luther King, Sr., and
six hours of prime television time
on NBC — to come up with "King,"

a glorified and tendentious recap
of the life of Martin Luther King,
Jr., obviously intended to be a
smashing blow at American complacency and "racism" — as if any
of either were left.
As a matter of fact, there just
might be. But that's good, not
bad. To a heavily advertised TV
feature plainly intended to stir
animosity in both blacks and "progressive" whites against "reactionary" whites and "Uncle Tom's,"
Americans in general responded
by tuning in another program.
Those who thought King was

Coretta King, widow of the late Martin Luther King, Jr., is shown here on January 14
of this year, leading a group to the gravesite of her late husband in observance of his
birthday. Others in photo, from left to right, are Christine King Farris, sister of
MLK, Jr., Dexter King and Martin Luther King III, sons, and daughter Bernice King.
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Coretta King and her father-in-law, Martin Luther King, Sr., attend premiere of TV
movie "King" and are here photographed between actors Paul Winfield (left) and
Ossie Davis, who in the film played respectively MLK Jr. and Sr. Subsequently the
production was called a "ratings disaster."

right fifteen to twenty years ago
in Selma and Montgomery are
complacent enough now to prefer
not to rock the boat. Those who
thought from the start that King
was what J. Edgar Hoover said he
was — a master of deceit — have
no reason to be less proud of their
race today (whichever race it may
be) than they were then.
At any rate, the TV film "King"
had little impact on either the complacent or the respecters of race,
for they nearly all watched something else. A Washington PostL. A. Times syndicated feature out
of Los Angeles quoted an NBC
executive as saying of the show,
"It was a ratings disaster, no question about it."
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The news feature continued:
"Heavily promoted by the network as one of the highlights of
its season, 'King' drew only 18 per
cent of the country's TV audience
on its first night — about 8.8 million homes. (By contrast, 'Happy
Days,' the top-rated program that
week, was seen in more than 26
million homes.) The second and
third installments did slightly better — about 11 million homes —
but still attracted less than onequarter of the available viewers."
Then follows in the news account a concluding and highly
significant comment: "What was
shocking to many TV people was
that the question of 'King's' quality
obviously had nothing to do with
THE C I T I Z E N

the decision not to watch it." In
other words, the public did not
make the choice of looking at
something else — or at nothing at
all — because they thought NBC
had done a poor job of producing
the film. Americans in general
just didn't want to hear about the
subject — knowing in advance the
slant any nationwide network
would give it. Where TV's quality
had failed was in all the preceding
years of integrationist propaganda.
The public is sick of it. It degrades both races.
The report of this "ratings disaster" is doubly encouraging. It
shows first that twenty years of
massive brainwashing by media,
schools, and churches have not
succeeded in sanctifying in the
American mind the man who more
than any other one person provoked the riots, arson, looting, and
violence that began in the Watts
area of Los Angeles in 1965 and
raged for 12 years. It shows,
second, that television is not an
irresistible Pied Piper of Hamelin
whom children from ages six to
60 and beyond must mindlessly
follow. In spite of courts, colleges,
and clergymen — in spite of politicians, publishers, and promoters
— Americans can still think for
themselves.

gree on checks from the United
States Government, the states, the
counties, cities, school districts,
hospitals, and other governmental
agencies.
There is no idea how many
people are supported indirectly by
government money. No one knows
how many businesses are kept
alive with government contracts
and how many people who work
for these independent businesses.
We keep spending and spending. We keep going further and
further into debt. We keep levying
taxes. We keep adding people to
the public payrolls. We keep voting people benefits out of the
public treasuries and gradually,
there are becoming fewer and
fewer of us left to pay the taxes.

ROY HARRIS—
(Continued from Page 23)
economy when we did have a small
period of peace.
Today, the economy of almost
every community in America and
of practically every business in
America is dependent upon government spending.
Today, nearly one-half of the
people are supported to some de-

Lenin declared: "Through inflation, government can quietly
and unreservedly confiscate the
property and prosperity of its
citizens."
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Inflation is rampant. The dollar
is worth less and less. Food, clothing, homes and other necessities
are getting out of the reach of the
average person.
It seems that there should be
someone in the government who
has sense enough to see that we
are heading for destruction. They
should know that we are destroying our capitalistic system in America and that we are gradually becoming more and more dependent
on government spending.

If for 2500 years, no free government has been able to survive prolonged government spending, how
can we claim that America will be
an exception to the rule?
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Citizens Council Literature List
SPEECHES
Stock
Number

4A
5A
8A
22A

Single
Copy

Title & Author
Era of Judicial Tyranny—Eastland
Segregation And The South—Brady
The South's Just Cause—Caskey
Supreme Court, Segregation & The South—Eastland

25*
25*
25*
25*

Quantity
Price

The Vardaman Idea
Racial Facts
'.
Race And Psychology—Garrett
An Inquiry Concerning Racial Prejudice—Josey
Ethnic Groups In High School—Lundberg & Dickson
A Brief Account of Negro History—Kuttner

25*
10*
25*
$1
$1
50*

6/$1

6/$l

15/$1
6/$1

10/$7.50
10/$7.50

Christian View On Segregation—Gillespie
Jewish View On Segregation
Why Integration Is Un-Christian—Ingram

25*
25*
25*

«/$!
«/Sl
6/$l

SCHOOLS
2D
6D
7D
8D
9D
14D

Mixed Schools And Mixed Blood—Sass
How To Start A Private School
The School That Can't Be Mixed
How Classroom Desegregation Will Work—Garrett
How Can We Educate Our Children?
Heredity—The Cause of Racial Differences
in Intelligence—Garrett

25*
50*
50*
50*
50*
50*

2j
6J
7j
9J
14J
15J
16J
23J
24J
2SJ
27J
28J
33J
34J
36J
37J.A
37J.B
38J
39J
40J
41J
42J
43J
44J
45J
47J
48J
49J
50J
51J
53J
56J

Y n g Age Of Error Michael
The Negro In American Civilization — Weyl
Essays On Segregation — Ingram
Cult Of Equality — Landry
The Tribe That Lost Its Head — Monsarrat
The Tragic Era — Bowers
None Dare Call It Treason— Stormer
Black Monday — Brady
The Great Deceit — Roosevelt & Dobbs
Open Occupancy vs. Forced Housing — Avins
The South & Segregation — Carmichael
The Negro Family
The Testing Of Negro Intelligence— Shuey
The Bondage Of The Free— Steffgen
The Battle for Rhodesia — Reed (hard cover)
Race and Reason — Putnam (hard cover)
Race and Reason — Putnam (paperback)
Race and Reality — Putnam (hard cover)
Race and Reality — Putnam (paperback)
Race Problems and Human Progress— George
Race and Modern Science— Kuttner
Children, Black & White— Garrett
George Wallace — Synon
Theodore Roosevelt on Race, Riots, Reds,
Crime — Archibald Roosevelt
Black Rebellion

Sons Of The South— Rand
Psychology and Life—Garrett .
The Assassination of Joe McCarthy— Evans
There's Something About a Liberal—Von Dreele
Slavery and the Negro—Weyl & Marina
IQ and Racial Differences — Garrett

3/$l
3/$l

10*

10*
50*

Quantity
Price
15/$1
6/$1
6/$l

15/$1
15/$!
15/$1
3/$l

S3. 50
$6
SI. 50
$3.50
S4.95
$2 85
75*
$1
$3.75
$6
$6
$1
$6.50
$1
$3.95
$3.25
$1.50
$4.50
$1.50
50*
$7.95
50*
95*
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$7.50
$12.50
$6
$5.95
$11.95
$1.00

3/$2

10/$5
10/$7.50

10/$7.50

MISCELLANEOUS

6/$1
3/$1

Single
Copy
10*
25*
25*
10*

BOOKS

6/$1
6/$1

RELIGION
1C
3C
6C

Title & Author
Story Of The NAACP
Integration Is Communism In Action — Evans
Un-American Revolution — Simmons, Evans & Morphew
Red Goals And Christian Ideals— Hoover
Pro-Communist Record Of Martin Luther King, Jr.
The Colossal Fraud
Why Reds Say Miiiiuippi Mult Go — Easlland & Evani

6/$l

ARTICLES
2B
8B
12B
20B
23B
28B

INTEGRATION & COMMUNISM
Stock
Number
4G
8G
12G
13G
14G
16G
20G

9L
10L
16L
26L
1M
2M

Citizens Council Roadside Signs
"Never" Buttons
Confederate Flag Car Tags
Citizens Council Buttons
Race & Reason Day in Miss, (record) — Putnam fir Barnett
Dixie (record) — Council School Bands

$15
10*
$2.00
25*

$5
$2

2/$25
15/$1
12/$2
2/$7.95

3/$l

CONFEDERATE FLAGS
IN
2N
3N
7N

LAW
4E
5E
6E
7E

Integration Amendment Is Illegal—McGowan
Blessings Of Liberty vs. Blight Of Equality—Plttman
Separate Schools Best For Both Races—Mixe
The Right Not To Listen

25*
25*
50*
25*
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What Is The Citizens Council Doing?
Organization: The Key To Victory—Sii
The Citizens Council—Patterson
Integrity—Hollis
The Truth Cries Out—Patterson
George Wallace Statement of Support

Free
Free
10*
10*
10*
10*

52.50
$1.50
$8.00
12/$2.50

3/$l
</$!

ORGANIZATION
4F
6F
8F
9F
13F
15F

Flags Of Confederacy Desk Set
5 3/4" square Confederate Battle Flag with Desk Stand . .
3' x 5' Flag
4" x 6" Flags For Meetings .

100/$2
25/$l
15/$1
15/$1
15/$1
THE CITIZEN

A N D R E W Y O U NG
•
1 MUST GO..
•

MARCH 1978
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USE THIS HANDY COUPON TO ORDER
THE CITIZEN AS A PERSONAL GIFT
Many of our readers have found that subscriptions to The
Citizen are appreciated by their friends as gifts on any occasion — or "just because." Order your gifts today. Gift
subscriptions will be acknowledged by The Citizen through
notices to both donors and recipients.

GIFT

SUBSCRIPTION

Please enter Gift Subscriptions to THE CITIZEN tor each
of the persons listed below for the number of years indicated.
Rates: 1 year for one person, $10; 2 years for one person, $18.
No. of
Years

Name

Address (Include Zip)

(Attach sheet for additional names.)

Amount enclosed: for

1-yr. subs @ $10

for

2-yr. subs @ $18
TOTAL

_
$___

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

Mail to THE CITIZEN
Box 1675

Jackson, Miss. 39205

